
The Results 
๏ The article was published in the African Energy Yearbook, getting wide exposure to the 
target audience in the energy industry.  
๏ The article was published shortly before I left the company to set up Allpress 
Communications. So while the article delivered on the agreed objective, I have no data on 
subsequent leads generated by the article.

Project: To boost company’s prominence using brand journalism 

The Objective 
๏ Raise awareness of a commercial energy consultancy’s brand, expertise and experience in advising on gas and power 

projects in Africa. 

The Strategy 
๏ Publish an article in an independent journal which has an existing audience potentially interested in the consultancy’s 

services.  
๏ Appear authoritative on a subject of interest to clients and prospects: 

• Offer an insider’s view on Africa’s energy sector 
• Overlap the consultancy’s expertise with a relevant topic for the target audience of financial investors and 

energy project developers in Africa.  
๏ Appear unbiased – use facts and evidence gathered from across the industry to inform and persuade. 

My role (While working in-house for a consultancy focused on commercial energy services) 
๏ Created article scope and successfully pitched it to the editor of the Africa Energy Yearbook.  
๏ Researched and wrote the article 
๏ Captured expertise of the internal consultants, the company’s external consulting associates, as well as interviewing key 

industry players in the gas-to-power sector in Africa. 

Copy close-up:

Digital marketing for companies in the energy industry

Important to establish the article as unbiased. The 
benefits and drawbacks of different power 

The meat of the article is on the 
critical elements of successful gas 
to power projects in Africa – highly 

relevant information for the consultancy’s potential 
clients: investors and project developers. 

generation technologies are highlighted as solutions to 
Africa’s need for reliable, affordable electricity. The 
article then pinpoints the situations where natural gas-
to-power projects have a significant role to play.
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